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What is encryption exactly? Is it useful? Well, in my view it is a silly waste of time. Why hide information, if you
have no devious intentions? Well, you can stretch your mind perhaps, the minds ability to mine information where
chaos or disorder is all that appears. Of course governments hide information from their own citizens' and enemies'
prying eyes. Obviously, systems that can activate harmful weapons must be encrypted, and bank transactions must
be guarded against the wrong people taking your money.
But this little note is not about any of that. It is about the fact that your mind decrypts codes all the time. The roman
alphabet is a code that both hides and reveals, as are the sounds of speech. A large group of people we call a nation
has a linguistic wall or border around it, more effective than border guards or fences.
But what is little known or thought about, even by philosophers of language or consciousness, is that there is
encrpytion inside our minds and brains which wall off sections of our psyches. Some of it is just natural differences
between brain structures, such that certain kinds of information can't exist or function in many areas of the brain.
The roman alphabet is like that. Most of the brain can't make any sense out of the alphabet, and yet can handle very
well the natural images like trees and rivers and lakes, the appearances of animals and plants, etc. Our survival
depends on it, since we seem to need stuff from the natural world to survive. Your brain is much more aware of rocks
and plants, hot and cold, wet and dry. Not the words "hot", "cold", "wet", "dry", etc. Those alphabetic letters are code
elements that can only be decyphered by a tiny little region of your brain.
In the animal, and even plant kingdoms, deception and you might say encryption, is as important as open
communication. A cameleon, essentially encrypts itself into its environment. A wild cat stealthily approaches its
prey. Wolves travel in packs communicating instinctively among themselvs as a team, but will not betray their
locations readily to prey they seek for food, or humans who are a threat to them.
Now here's the problem with us humans. We have encrypted ourselves into competing camps, and even encrypted
our own minds into fragments, preventing our own individual integrity and the integrity of our species. We have
arisen from the animal kingdom, and are having difficulty shaking off old survival habits which now threaten our
survival and prosperity. Our best strength comes from cooperation with each other to solve problems, and even
cooperation with the natural world which we depend on. Are we not cooperating with nature when we help it grow
what we need? Yet we war against nature in many ways which harm not only other life forms, but ourselves as well.
There will never be a persistent shortage of resources. Just look at the stars and contemplate the bigness of it all. And
there seems to be virtually no biological life forms out there competing with us for its infinite bounty.
We will crack the lightspeed barrier. Nature does it all the time in the quantum realms, and we have proof. Few
people have fully digested Einstein's Special Relativity. A comfortable one G (gravity) acceleration half way to the
nearest star, alpha centauri, and a one G deceleration during the second half of the 4.5 lightyear distance gets you
there in 3.5 years, faster than the speed of light. But that is according to your time onboard the craft, nine years goes
by on earth. So the only issue is the fact that you must accept living in a different time continuum if you go across the
galaxy. You're on your own, so we must go as self sustaining communities, never to return. We could go many
millions of times the speed of light on the extremely long journeys. Again, this is onboard perceptual and clock time,
but it is real time for you, and you have every right to compare that to your distance traveled and know you have gone
way faster than light. But of course relativity is not violated, you just can't go back to the world you left anywhere near
the time you left, their time.
Further, it may not be common knowledge, but there are now sound concepts for how we may someday cheat this
whole game and supercavitate into time domains inacessable now. Now, we're not talking about mystical alternate
dimensions here. A humming bird lives in a kind of natural alternate time domain. With their fast wings and nervous
systems spinning away at incredible rates, we humans are probably detected by them as unmoving objects. We are
relatively so slow that probably no motion is even detected. And they wisp away faster than we can even see with our
naked eyes.
Now forget about one way treks to the stars for a minute. The moon has enough clean energy to sustain us for ten
thousand years, and the gas giants have enough for millions of years. All we need to do, is decrypt our own minds, get
to know ourselves and our neighbors on this little blue marble, and realize there is absolutely nothing to fight about.

Before humans on this earth can know each other better, we must each discover the hidden facets our our own minds.
We need methods of language which do not encrypt our thoughts away from our own awareness, creating the vast
subconscious domains we all have buried in us.
And Blissymbolics is the only visual language that is proven able to open up the human mind fully. Cartoons like PCS
or Facebook Smileys are fun, and may be a tiny part of this, but the human mind needs a fully integrated, systematic
method of representing itself which can cross all neurological and linguistic barriers. It will not replace natural
languages, but rather serve as an overlay of great clarity and insight to help inform natural languages and reach
regions of the brain and mind not accessable by alphabetic text.
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Now here is the "knowledge" blissword followed by its semantic parts, "mind" and "foundation". The difference
between this and alphabetic text is profound. The blissword is made of only two parts and each part is semantic,
which means it has meaningful content, mind and foundation. Your subconscious mind can process these glyphs,
building integrity of thought at both the conscious and subconscious levels. And it connects directly to the natural
world through the senses also because the mind sees the similarity of the glyphs to their natural source, which is
"foundation of a building", and the "half circle" of the top half of your head. This is so simple, few realize what a
profound thing is going on here.
The brain and mind is ceaselessly active processing its content, but with alphabetic text, there are too many abstract
shapes which mean nothing and waste the mind's processing resources, but the mind will crunch away at them
anyway, creating conflicting and useless subconscious content, which only burdens the person with internal junk.
But with Blissymbolics, the mind has simple, useful, meaningful glyphs to do its meta-processing endlessly,
producing greater integrity of thought all the way down into regions of the psyche which without Bliss, are just
dungeons of garbage for most people. That is not to say anything bad really about phonetic and alphabetic language.
It is beautiful, and music transforms phonetic language into amazing experiences. But it is not enough. We need the
visual forms to complete us, to harmonize us. We need both. Children and now even adults love cartoons because the
visual age is upon us. We instinctively want it. But the old linguists still making a living at the colleges and
universities have failed to even notice the most important event in the history of human language since we crawled
out of the caves, or came down from the trees. This is scandalous, that a most important field of study, linguistics, is
populated by old school professors who know nothing whatsoever about actual linguistics, and most of what they
know and teach is dead wrong. Even Noam Chomsky himself is dead wrong about the parsing of sentences. He has it
backwards. He diagrams the sentences correctly, but wrongly claims the mind puts the parts together. It does not. It
takes nature apart and analyses the parts. They're already together.
Not teaching the reading of Blissymbolics as true writing along with alphabetic text as a code is a major crime against
nature and the universe itself. A crime against humanity. Humanity has a chance to take its next step, and develop
into a truly enlightened state, and easily handle the rapid changes ahead that are coming because of computer
technology, automation and AI, not to mention Quantum Physics which opens potential for our species to master
existence itself. Yet, neuroscience ignores quantum science because it is written in another language. Consciousness
studies are ridiculed, yet they are the future. We will transform ourselves or perish. But not transhumanism or
implants or mind uploading nonsense, though it may become possible, it is the wrong direction. We need to become
more fully human. Nature gave us everything we need and is offering us something shockingly wonderful in the
decades and centuries just ahead, but we must clear our minds of junk and see clearly. But the old experts still in
power think Bliss is quaint cartoons meant only for children or the disabled. They talk about Bliss, they do studies,
and all the long research papers are written in alphabetic text, and none of them even know the language. Oh, they
can look up symbols in a Bliss dictionary, but none have learned to actually think in Bliss. And I'm here to tell you, it
can truly lead to actual feelings of bliss that can only come from a beautiful clarity of mind and thought, and a
profound ability to trust yourself. To trust your mind because you can literally see its activity. To become a better
person. There is a grounding in basic perceptions and how they build concepts that can become a solid foundation for
the mind, and allow the heart to feel it. Bliss has the same number of basic parts as the periodic table in chemistry,
and performs the same function. Where would chemistry be without the periodic table? That is where we are in
linguistics and language without Blissymbolics. And that is where we are as a civilization. The world is lost and just
feeling its way forward into future ages which will not even arrive for this species if we fail to take the next step in
thinking and communicating.

